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Financial Fraud
by Sophia

  

In this lesson, you will learn how to recognize financial frauds and explore the strategies to protect

against them. You will examine how strong technology skills can help keep you safe. Specifically, this

lesson will cover:

1. Financial Frauds

1a. Ponzi Schemes

1b. Pyramid Schemes

1c. Telemarketing Fraud

2. Protecting Yourself from Financial Fraud

  BEFORE YOU START

In this course, you have learned many ways to save money for your financial future. You must also save your

money from those who seek to take it away.

You should never become complacent when it comes to protecting your money. Unfortunately, there are

individuals and organizations that exist to perpetrate numerous types of financial frauds. As a result, even if

you make the wisest financial decisions and keep your savings in insured accounts, you can lose some or all

of your financial assets to a scam artist if you are not careful. In this topic, we discuss how you can avoid

being a financial victim.

  WATCH

Are you interested in a video preview of this lesson? Click play to learn more about deceptive practices that

can rob you of your hard-earned money. Stop the video at 4:30, and then move on to section 1.

1. Financial Frauds

Fraud occurs whenever someone attempts to deceive you with a promise of goods, services, money, or other

benefits that really do not exist, were never intended to be provided, or were misrepresented (see the Hint
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below). How common is financial fraud? The answer might shock you. One in every five Americans has been the

victim of a financial crime. Older Americans are even more likely to be exploited financially.

  HINT

Fraud is always unethical, improper, and in most situations, illegal.

Let’s look next at three well-known financial frauds.

. Ponzi schemes

. Pyramid schemes

. Telemarketing fraud

  TERM TO KNOW

Fraud

Occurs whenever someone attempts to deceive you with a promise of goods, services, money, or other

benefits that really do not exist, were never intended to be provided, or were misrepresented.

1a. Ponzi Schemes

You might have heard of Bernie Madoff. An old joke says that “Bernie MADE OFF with his investors’ money.”
Bernie ran the world’s largest Ponzi scheme, in which investors collectively lost billions of dollars. As shown in

the illustration below, a Ponzi scheme promises investors and savers a low-risk, high rate of return, interest, or
dividends. Basically, this is how a Ponzi scheme works.

  HINT

A promise of low risk and high returns should warn you of a possible scam.
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The fraudsters pay early investors a rate of return (such as 10%) with money raised from people who invest

later.

The moment that some of the early investors demand all their money back or when no new investors can

be found, the scheme falls apart.

Madoff seemed honest and promised investors a steady 10% rate of return. Although his scheme worked for

years, investors lost billions of dollars when it all fell apart at the end.

  TERM TO KNOW

Ponzi Scheme

A financial fraud that promises investors and savers a low-risk, high rate of return, interest, or dividends.

1b. Pyramid Schemes
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Closely related to the Ponzi scheme are pyramid schemes. A pyramid scheme is a scam that is typically based

on selling products or recruiting new members into an organization. Rather than promise a high rate of return
like a Ponzi scheme, those who run pyramid schemes either promise high commissions on products sold or a

sizable share of any money paid by new members to join the organization. The pitch is that you may not earn
very much money selling products but if you can grow your network, you can earn substantial money based on

fees paid by those in your network, as well as from commissions generated by your network. The whole
premise of a pyramid scheme is to continually recruit new network members. Pyramid schemes are quite

lucrative to those on the top of the pyramid, but like all scams, later investors or network members usually end
up losing as it becomes difficult to find new network members. Once the number of new participants declines,

the pyramid crumbles.

The illustration below shows how even the best sounding pyramid schemes always fail.

Imagine that a rip-off artist starts with six original salespeople.

These six salespeople are then supposed to go out and find six new representatives each.

Now, these new people are supposed to find another six salespeople, and so on.

Soon, however, there just are not enough people left to keep the scam going. In this example, it takes only

13 cycles before every person in the world would be needed to keep the scam alive!

  TERM TO KNOW

Pyramid Scheme
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A scam that is typically based on selling products or recruiting new members into an organization.

1c. Telemarketing Fraud

Telemarketing fraud is also a huge problem in the United States. Telemarketing fraud occurs when a product or
service is misrepresented in an unsolicited phone call, e-mail, or text message. A common line is as follows: “I

am calling to inform you that you have won a free gift.” The reality is that no one ever gives away something for
free. Always assume that there is a catch to the story. Usually, the catch is that you will lose money.

  TERM TO KNOW

Telemarketing Fraud

When a product or service is misrepresented in an unsolicited phone call, e-mail, or text message.

2. Protecting Yourself from Financial Fraud

As you can imagine, there are thousands of financial frauds, rip-offs, and scams operating in the marketplace
today. Here are a few tips to help you stay safe and keep your money working for you.

Never buy something from an unfamiliar person or business over the phone or Internet.

Always ask to receive written material before sending money or providing account information. If it is “time-

limited,” then you can guess the offer may be a rip-off.

Never pay a processing fee to receive a prize.

Never invest in something that you do not understand (this is true for legitimate investments as well).

Do not believe that a rich relative you don’t know has left you money and then pay to get the details.

Never send money overseas to someone you do not know.

Technology: Skill in Action

You receive an email from a sender you do not recognize. They are asking for your

address so they can send you documents related to an investment opportunity. It

looks legitimate, but you have some concerns. How could you use your technology

skill to research the sender before determining next steps?

  KEY CONCEPT

If you believe you are being targeted, report the possible fraud to the police and your state’s attorney

general’s office. A good rule is to be skeptical whenever it comes to anything that might separate you from

your money!
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In this lesson, you learned about financial frauds that can rob you of your hard-earned money. Ponzi

schemes are investment traps that promise high rates of return but then break that promise by

syphoning the interest payments from other investors. Pyramid schemes are based on the continuous

recruitment of new members into an organization to sell a product. In these schemes, salespeople are

promised high commissions, but new members are very difficult to find. As a result, the pyramid

crumbles for those not close to the top. Telemarketing fraud is the promise of free gifts over the phone

or Internet. All of these practices are illegal, so know how to recognize them so you can protect

yourself from financial fraud. Strong technology skills can often help you determine whether you are

being targeted.

Source: This content has been adapted from Chapter 7.7 of Introduction to Personal Finance: Beginning Your Financial Journey. Copyright © 2019 John

Wiley & Sons, Inc. All rights reserved. Used by arrangement with John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Wiley and the Wiley logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of John Wiley & Sons, Inc. and/or its affiliates in the United States and other

countries.

  

Fraud

Occurs whenever someone attempts to deceive you with a promise of goods, services, money, or other

benefits that really do not exist, were never intended to be provided, or were misrepresented.

Ponzi Scheme

A financial fraud that promises investors and savers a low-risk, high rate of return, interest, or dividends.

Pyramid Scheme

A scam that is typically based on selling products or recruiting new members into an organization.

Telemarketing Fraud

When a product or service is misrepresented in an unsolicited phone call, e-mail, or text message.

SUMMARY

TERMS TO KNOW


